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Over the last year global equities have enjoyed a continued rally despite Brexit, Trump and persistent news of an overheated market. 
 
Yet, there has been the odd ‘wobble’ along the way, not least as a result of the fallout over North Korea’s nuclear missile tests. Over 
the last few weeks this tension has evidently escalated and frequent clashes with a belligerent Donald Trump have fuelled the flames 
of unease. Investors’ nerves have been tested and we have seen increasing uncertainty start to affect the markets in the short term. 
 
After threatening and impassioned rhetoric coming from both Kim Jung Un and Donald Trump, this month we consider the impact of 
the threat of nuclear war on global equity markets and also review how the threat of war has affected markets historically.  
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Tensions between the US and North Korea are typically heightened 
in August of each year. This is when the US conducts ‘war games’ 
with South Korean troops in the region and when North Korea puts 
on a display of strength during the run up to the celebration of the 
founding of the country, which was on 9th September 1948. 
 
In the 11 months to the end of July 2017 stock markets had 
climbed to relative highs as the post-US election rally pushed 
equities higher. Despite the activation of Brexit in the UK in March 
and a disastrous UK election result for the Conservatives, markets 
were yet to be seriously tested as investors enjoyed a continued 
rally: 
 

• FTSE 100:    +8.71% 

• S&P 500:    +13.79% 

• Nikkei 225:    +17.99% 

• EuroSTOXX 50:   +14.10% 
 

However, the last few weeks have witnessed unprecedented 
hostility from North Korea including the threat of attacking the US 
island of Guam, an alleged controlled nuclear blast and the first 
ever firing of a ballistic missile over Japan (what if it had 
accidentally misfired?!).  These actions have drawn extreme 
responses from President Trump, epitomised by his now infamous 
quote that the US would retaliate against North Korean military 
action “with fire and fury like the world has never seen”. North 
Korea has a population of only 25 million people, yet with alleged 
nuclear capabilities and the 4th largest army in the world, it still 
wields significant military clout and should be taken seriously.   
 

 
Whilst, politicians and officials across the world have urged 
diplomatic resolution, unsurprisingly investors were spooked by 
this hostile interaction.  Volatility, as measured by the VIX index 
(the markets’ “fear gauge”) spiked twice over the month, with the 
index jumping nearly 45% and 33% as this war-mongering rhetoric 
reached its peak. 
 
So, whilst we can see that there is certainly some correlation 
between the threat of war and uncertainty or “risk-off” in the 
markets, this doesn’t really tell us what might happen if war of any 
magnitude were to break-out.  For this we must look back to 
previous conflicts to see how investment markets responded in the 
run up to military action and then once war started in earnest. 

War…...what is it good for? 

The VIX fluctuated in August 2017 as North Korea (NK) tensions rose and fell: 
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The first Gulf War 
In 1990 the build up to the Gulf War in Iraq began as tensions rose 
between Iraq and Kuwait.  Saddam Hussein eventually invaded 
Kuwait and as a result US forces moved into Saudi Arabia and the 
Persian Gulf in a defensive move, raising tension and uncertainty to 
a point that shook investor sentiment.  As tensions between Iraq 
and the US led allied forces increased, investors sold risky assets 
aggressively and markets became very volatile. 
 
S&P 500 falls 13% during the build-up to the first Gulf War and then rallies when 
the first bullet is fired: 

 
Crucially, whilst the S&P 500 fell 13% over this period building up to 
war, the fall predates any military action being taken by coalition 
forces.  In fact, the minute that the 6-week war started and the 
aerial bombardment of Iraq began, markets turned dramatically 
positive. The conflict only lasted through to the end of February 
1991 (with the ground war lasting only 100 hours) but in this time 
the S&P 500 had not only recovered from its previous fall, but it 
then continued with further positive returns thereafter. 
 
The key point is that the uncertainty felt prior to war is what 
unsettles markets the most and once conflict has broken-out, 
markets recover their poise.  
 
Crucially, this trend is not unique to the Gulf War. Many historical 
conflicts have seen markets plummet in their build-up (and early 
years), only to prosper during wartime itself: 
 
Dow Jones Industrial Average performance - the run up to war& after war breaks-
out: 

Sell the rumour, buy the news!  
The old saying goes that when it comes to companies you should 
buy on the rumour and sell on the news (i.e. the stock goes up 
when people talk about a takeover but then falls when it is 
announced).  With war, it seems that the opposite is true. As we’ve 
seen, historical data tells us that investors have a negative reaction 
to the uncertain threat of war and a positive reaction when war 
breaks-out.  What’s more, this is a recurring theme.  
 
However, this only gives us information at a top-down level. It 
doesn’t tell us how the performance of these markets is broken 
down into their constituent contributions. In other words - Which 
companies/sectors drive returns in the run up to and during 
wartime? 
 
Afghanistan 
Prior to the start of the war in Afghanistan in 2001, the MSCI World 
Index fell c.6.6% from 1st September to 7th October 2001 (which 
marked the beginning of the US and UK’s official campaign in 
Afghanistan).   
 
You can see below how the different sectors that make up the 
MSCI World Index performed over that period: 
 
MSCI World sector performance (01/09/2001 – 07/10/2001) 

 
Whilst they may still fall in value during wartime, defensive sectors 
tend to perform well relative to other sectors when war-mongering 
starts.  Consumer Staples and Utilities are more resistant to 
negative investor sentiment and these more defensive sectors 
represent parts of the economy that are crucial regardless of 
geopolitical risk.  Demand for food, drink, tobacco and utilities will 
never fade during war. 
 
On the other hand, Consumer Discretionary stocks (consumer 
items such as TVs, clothing and cars) become unloved during 
conflict.  They are desirable but non-essential items and consumers 
therefore reduce spending on these goods throughout wartime.   
 
Health Care enjoys positive returns, specifically as biotechnology 
companies perform well with the opportunity to grow revenues as 
a result of war.  Technology businesses in general tend to perform 
well. 

September 2017 War…...what is it good for? 
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Airline stocks suffer because passengers don’t travel. Oil prices more than doubled prior to the first Gulf war before tumbling again as 
the conflict started but this was too late for fuel hungry airlines, with six major carriers filing for bankruptcy, including Pan Am and 
Continental. 
 
Gold performs well as it is seen as a ‘safe-haven’ asset. Prior to the Gulf war, gold prices rocketed as investors looked to allocate funds 
into ‘risk-off’ assets and the price then declined once war began and sentiment turned. Similarly, over the last few weeks, gold has rallied 
back to levels not seen since last summer prior to the Brexit referendum, but its price has come down a little as tensions have seemed to 
calm. 
 
Brent Crude and Gold rally in run up to Gulf War and fall when war begins: 
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In essence, defensive sectors perform much better than cyclical 
sectors before war breaks out, as with any period of stress.  Then 
when the first bullet is fired, investors that have become fatigued 
by the concern that comes with impending conflict seem to 
breathe an inappropriate sigh of relief.   Whilst the outbreak of war 
has its own tragic and long-lasting effects, often it is the 
anticipation of conflict that impacts markets more. Uncertainty is 
the investor’s enemy and it is precisely this that is created during 
times of geopolitical tension. Once an outcome is clearer, however 
undesirable it may be, investors can build a strategy for investment 
as opposed to working with the unknown. 
 
This is the first time that the world has been both threatened with 
AND fully aware of nuclear war since the Cuban Missile Crisis.   
During the 13 days of the stand-off between the US and the Soviet 
Union, the S&P 500 actually flatlined instead of falling.  We 
therefore have no real benchmark for this current escalation.  
Other conflicts have not involved a nuclear option and they 
included a ground and aerial war that is probably impossible this 
time around.  The thought that Kim Jong Un would be deluded 

enough to push the nuclear button, even if he has the capability of 
doing so, is unimaginable.   
 
It is for this reason that we think that the global market reaction 
has been far more muted this time around and that any major 
weakness as a direct result of further escalating rhetoric will be an 
opportunity to buy oversold companies.  By the same token 
though, the equity market reaction to even a minor nuclear conflict 
will be more catastrophic in the short-term than investors are 
predicting.  Further sanctions can only help to further wound the 
cornered dictator and the situation will therefore have to be 
watched closely.    
 
The good news is that North Korea’s annual day of founding passed 
on Saturday 9th September without the customary ceremonial 
testing of various ballistic missiles.  The bad news is that 9th 
September next year sees North Korea’s 70th anniversary.  We hope 
that Mr Kim sticks to conventional fireworks rather than something 
larger, to mark the occasion. 


